COVID-19 pandemic and its implications on food systems
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Abstract: The outbreak of COVID-19 started in mainland China and has rapidly spread to more than 200 countries and territories around the world (WHO, 2020). The new coronavirus is a respiratory virus and its transmission is known to occur by upper respiratory secretions, including airborne droplets after coughing or sneezing. There is no evidence to support the role of food in the transmission of COVID-19. However, sharing food in public places is not encouraged. Furthermore, standard operating procedures of food safety like thorough washing, avoid cross contamination, keeping raw and cooked foods separated, refrigeration and heating are highly suggested. The pandemic has dramatically increased food insecurity across the countries and threatens the food security and nutrition of millions of people. The review presents information about SARS-CoV-2 with respect to food, including a brief history of coronavirus, its classification and transmission. It further presents the role of food as a carrier of the virus, which looks unlikely so far but cannot be fully ruled out, food contamination and handling followed by prevention and safety measures as per the standard guidelines, and conclusive remarks.
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1. Introduction

The family Coronaviridae encompasses a broad spectrum of animal and human diseases causing viruses, all characterized by a distinctive morphology [1]. Virions are enveloped in self-assembled microcapsules and are spherical (coronaviruses) in shape. Each particle is enclosed by a fringe or “corona” representing the bulbous distal ends of embedded envelope glycoproteins (Figure 1). The family consists of two subfamilies, Coronavirinae and Torovirinae, the latter being associated with viruses causing mainly enteric infections of horses, cattle, pigs, cats, and goats [2]. The Coronavirinae subfamily is divided into four genera. The genus alphacoronavirus includes the human virus HCoV-229E, and HCoV-NL63, and many animal viruses. The genus betacoronavirus comprises the mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), the human viruses HCoV-OC43, SARS-HCoV, HCoV-HKU1, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS) related coronavirus, the Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome (MERS) coronavirus, and many animal coronaviruses. The genus gammacoronavirus includes viruses of cetaceans (whales) and birds, and the genus delta coronavirus viruses isolated from pigs and birds. Coronavirus disease was first described in 1931, with the first coronavirus (HCoV-229E) isolated from humans in 1965 [3]. After 2005, several novel coronaviruses have been isolated from bats, and there is an indication that human respiratory coronaviruses, SARS coronavirus, and MERS coronavirus, may each have originally emerged from ancestral bat viruses.

The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) started from Wuhan, China, from late December 2019 on, probably linked to a seafood market [4]. However, there is no confirmation so far that the origin of SARS-CoV-2 was from the indicated market. Several studies suggested that bats may be the possible reservoir of SARS-CoV-2 [5]. Direct contact with intermediate host animals or consumption of wild animals was supposed to be the main route of SARS-CoV-2 transmission to humans. However, the source(s) and transmission route(s) of SARS-CoV-2 remain indistinct [4]. Due to the minimal to no pre-existing immunity in the human population against the new coronavirus, it is now spreading rapidly and exponentially worldwide [6]. The disease has now been labeled as a pandemic due to its worldwide spread and impacts. The world track of Covid-19 is depicted in Figure 2 and the data of the Covid-19 reported cases and deaths globally is shown as Figure 3.
According to the WHO (2020) [7], the majority of people that have COVID-19 (about 80%) recuperate without needing special treatment. However, one out of every six people who get COVID-19 becomes seriously ill and develops difficulties in breathing. People who are immunocompromised, older, and/or have upper respiratory or heart conditions are noted as being “high-risk” and may be more likely to develop serious symptoms and need medical attention. As COVID-19 spreads mainly through human-to-human contact, therefore, the first line of protection in the transmission is minimizing gathering in groups of all sizes. In particular, this means staying away from large groups and crowds, avoiding being in close contact (within three to six feet) with people who could be sick and avoiding gathering with people who are at high risk for infection. Infected individuals should stay away from others as much as possible, cover their mouth and nose when coughing or sneezing, and should also keep their hands clean to help avoid spreading the virus to others [6]. The dispersal of disease is significantly associated with respiratory expelling via cough, sneeze, or other methods of releasing respiratory droplets that can carry the virus from an infected individual to uninfected individuals who breathe in droplets and can become ill. There is no evidence of direct contamination or transmission of the diseases by food, however, that doesn't allow us to completely ignore its spread by consuming foods served on contaminated surfaces or...
chances of transmission during handling or sharing food with an already contaminated person. Therefore, the present article describes the relation of SARS-CoV-2 with food handling, safety, and security.

Figure 2 The track of Covid-19 cases world wide as on 07 August 2020 (Source: WHO https://covid19.who.int/)
Figure 3 Number of cases (a) and deaths reported as on 07 August 2020 (WHO Coronavirus disease (COVID-2019) situation report 200) https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports
2. Food as a carrier of Viruses

The primary reason for various severe zoonoses including many viral diseases originated from bats has been found in human animal interactions. However, the link between such interactions and the spillover risk is poorly understood as animal-to-human spillover events leading to emerging diseases are rarely observed or clinically examined [8]. Viruses are now considered as the most common cause of foodborne illness but are rarely diagnosed due to the limited analytical and diagnostic tools available. The transmission of food borne viruses becomes a serious concern. Viruses like the highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) virus, the Nipah virus, and the SARS-CoV which causes respiratory illness spread through the fecal and oral route, unlike other viruses. The large outbreaks may be the result of a combination of several transmission routes (via food, water, and feces) and thereafter violently by direct contact from person to person (WHO, 2008) [9]. These viruses could contaminate a range of food products at different stages of processing. Several foods receive less or no heat treatments which are highly associated with foodborne viral outbreaks [10]. Researchers have examined a number of foods for the presence of viruses like Human Rotavirus, Astrovirus, Hepatitis E virus (HEV), Sapovirus, Adenovirus, Enterovirus, Aichi virus and Coronaviruses (WHO, 2008) [9]. Especially minimally processed foods or food items consumed raw/uncooked were identified to carry a high number of these viruses [11].

Although not considered as the main reason for virus spread, it is possible that a person can get COVID-19 by touching a surface or object that is already contaminated with the virus followed by touching their mouth, nose, or possibly their eyes facilitates its spread [12]. Up to now, there is no literature confirming the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 through the ingestion of virus-contaminated food. But, we cannot fully rule out the possibilities as there is no conclusive study reported in this regard. Other than the primary route of infection and/or by person-to-person contact, this route could be significantly crucial. Infected food handlers and harboring zoonotic viruses have been previously identified as major transmission routes [13]. The virus may get attached to the food material due to miss-handling during processing, transportation, storage, or even preparation, and depending upon the viral load it may cause disease if it enters through the proper route. There is a possibility of the infection being transmitted through food by a contaminated person who has not followed standard operating procedures (SOPs) of handling and sanitation for example through food sold and consumed at a low hygienic standard such as some street foods in low-income countries. Processing and selling the foods under such conditions increase the chances and concentration of microbial (viral) load, which in turn may lead to a higher probability of the infection. Fresh foods may also be similarly exposed to SARS-CoV-2 before being frozen, in this case, the transmission may happen. For instance, it is known that MERS and SARS-CoV-1 can remain infectious for up to 2 years in a frozen state [14]. Similarly, openly sold food items such as bakery products may also get easily contaminated with the virus through contaminated persons by air.
droplets. There are high chances of cross-contamination of foods after processing. The compromise with food handling management may cause contamination at any step of the food supply chain. These viruses readily get transmitted from the human skin to food and inert surfaces and can serve as secondary sources of contamination [15].

Since the available literature about infection with the SARS-CoV-2 via food is very limited, the potential role of foods in spreading this virus is being studied extensively by the International Food Safety Authorities Network (INFOSAN) as well as national food safety authorities. For example, investigations are being conducted to check the viability and survival time of SARS-CoV-2 in different foods [7].

3. Prevention and safety measures

The indirect transmission through contact with contaminated surfaces and devices is also highly likely as reported for other members of the coronavirus family; however, the potential to cause the disease depends on the concentration of the virus [16]. The data for how long the virus can remain viable on food is limited, but in general, viral loads remain more stable on non-porous surfaces like metal and plastic and break down faster on organic surfaces like cardboard.

Although the detection of the viability of viruses on different surfaces depends upon various factors such as virus concentration, the presence of substances which can interfere with analysis procedures sampling, inoculation, method of detection, experimental condition, physical properties of the surface (viruses can be trapped within the matrix, especially if the surface is porous), etc [17]. The SARS CoV-2 has been reported to remain viable in air for almost 3 hours, whereas the viability on plastic and stainless steel surfaces was up to 72 hours and it remained undetected on the copper surface and cardboard after a few hours and twenty-four hours, respectively [18]. However, in addition to the viability, the viral load on the surface of the material will be the deciding factor for infection to occur. Therefore, the culinary surfaces, equipment and utensils need to be cleaned properly. The proper and sufficient contact of the detergent with the surfaces is very crucial for efficient sanitization. Warm to hot water should be preferred for the sanitization and cleaning pertaining to the outer lipid layer in the structure of the SARS CoV-2 cell [19, 20].

The viruses are made up of material surrounded by a coating of proteins and fat or they are self-assembled nano-particles in which the weakest link is the lipid (fatty) bi-layer [19]. The basic structure of the SARS CoV-2 and the working mechanism of the soap/detergent make hand washing by soap the best way to prevent the spread of SARS CoV-2. Soap destroys viruses because when viruses interact with soap, its fat coating gets cleaved out by the soap molecules Figure 4 [21]. Ethanol and other alcohols
interact with lipid membranes and effectively dissolve the lipid membranes. Alcohols are highly lipophilic and dissolve the lipid membrane of the virus but at a fairly higher concentration (>60%). However, vodka or whiskey contains around 40% ethanol and will not dissolve the virus as quickly. Therefore, soap is easily accessible and a cheap source for surface decontamination and personal hygiene of the working staff [19].

In general, to prevent food borne illness FDA suggests to follow the four key steps which include clean, separate, cook, and chill. In the present scenario of Covid-19, we should be extra careful to prevent the contamination from surfaces, packaging, utensils, or equipment, etc. while preparing or processing the food as its mode of transmission and viability is not fully understood. There should be a proper examination of the person working in any industry for any chance of symptoms or their contact with an infected person. Good hygiene and sanitation are important to avoid cross-contamination between raw or undercooked foods and cooked or ready to eat foods in the kitchen.

Raw or minimally processed foods and cooked food should be kept separate and utensils, knives, and chopping boards should be cleaned regularly while dealing with raw and minimally processed foods [11]. However, using good quality gloves while handling raw and minimally processed foods would be more appropriate. The practice of consumption of undercooked or raw meat, fish, and seafood should be avoided and the sufficient washing and cleaning of the foods meant to be consumed raw such as fresh fruits or salad need to be practised. While handling the raw meat, raw milk, or raw animal organs it is advised that it should be handled with care to avoid cross-contamination [9]. Exposing the SARS-CoV-2 to a temperature of 56-67 °C for 60-90 min has been reported to cause its inactivation [22]. Therefore, in the case of hot foods, the virus would likely be killed by the high temperatures applied during cooking as it is believed that higher temperatures can facilitate the destruction of SARS-COV-2 and its stability on the surfaces [23]. This may not be the case with fresh fruits and vegetables and uncooked foods like salads or sandwiches.
In this connection strengthening of sanitation and hygiene is recommended by the health-related agencies globally. The recommendation includes drinking safe water as some studies have reported the survival of SARS-CoV-2 in water or wastewater sources for days or weeks [24, 25], using separate meal systems, regular hand-washing, disinfecting toilets and preventing water and food contamination from the stool as there are indications that SARS-CoV may cause intestinal infection and be present in the stool [26, 27]. While preparing food at home, raw food should be handled and cleaned properly. The best way to prevent its transmission through food is to make sure that no virus-carrying personnel come in contact with the food, food processing premises, or working staff. Therefore, proper testing and scanning of working staff would be one of the major precautionary measures to tackle the situation. Hands must be washed thoroughly with soap in between handling or touching raw and cooked food, and thorough cooking and proper handling of meat products must be taken sincerely. As an added precaution, if you have suspected symptoms of respiratory illness you should avoid preparing food for other people and seek medical attention [7].


The fight against Covid-19 is not limited to the use of masks and sanitation only, but the immune system of the human body also needs to be strong. Old and aged people are most susceptible to the Covid-19 [28], probably due to their weak immunity. A strong human immune system is believed to be responsible for the protection against various bacteria, viruses, and protozoan parasites. The immune system can be boosted by proper sleep, reduction in the stress level, moderate exercise, and healthy food [29, 30, 31].
The protein-rich diet may boost the antibody generation in humans thus help in countering the SARS-CoV-2 infection. A diet rich in milk, honey, fruits, and vegetables such as citrus, pear, strawberry, broccoli, and juices of watermelon and carrot may be useful too. Polyphenols and bioactive compounds have been found to lead to significant boosting of immunity among humans [32]. Therefore, the addition of polyphenol and bioactive compounds such as vitamin C in the diet should be maintained to enhance the immunity and decrease the vulnerability against deadly disease-causing agents such as SARS-COV-2.

Vitamin C may help to reduce oxidative stress and enhance the immune system. This vitamin is very important in maintaining the redox balance in body tissues which is important for energy generation in the cells [33]. It is believed that Vitamin C helps the immune system to fight diseases caused by bacteria and viruses and also helps to clean up the cellular mess by producing neutrophils, lymphocytes and phagocytes [34]. Clinical trials have shown antioxidant supplementation specifically with Vitamin C may significantly improve the immune response of elderly people [35].

5. COVID-19 and Food security

COVID-19 is acknowledged as a health threat that poses a challenge to food security, from both an actual and a perceptual basis. Food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food which meets their dietary needs and food preferences for active and healthy life [36]. All the four dimensions of food security viz availability, access, utilization, and stability as defined by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations have fallen negatively under the stress of COVID-19 pandemic [37,38]. The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed that food production, processing, and distribution systems are vulnerable. The pandemic has emerged as an alarm for food security as it not only caused a restriction in movements but also income losses to a greater section of the worldwide population. The pandemic has caused difficulties to run agriculture smoothly, disruptions in food supply chains, and most importantly the restrictions on the access of the consumers to the market for purchasing the food items. The producers are unable to get seeds or fertilizer for the planting season, whereas the crops ready to harvest are threatened by a scarcity of the farm labourers. The closure of markets has stopped the selling of food crops in stock. Additionally, the shortage of certain ingredients required in the formulation of highly processed foods will make it difficult to produce such food items or products. Therefore, the reformulation of such food products might be required. Furthermore, climate and environmental shocks continue to threaten food supplies. (https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/what-s-needed-to-protect-food-security-during-covid-19/).

There are many hot spots pertaining to the food security in this pandemic which includes, the areas where logistics and distribution are difficult even without morbidity and social distancing. In addition, food production in some countries is affected by some other reasons such as frequent extreme
weather events and pests such as the current locust's plague – the worst in decades. More than 0.8 billion people who were already chronically food insecure, the restrictions on moment and income due to Covid-19 have made them more poor and vulnerable and the increase in the cost of food import by the countries with considerable currency depreciation (https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/agriculture/brief/food-security-and-covid-19). The structural vulnerability and known food insecurity hotspots are shown in Figure 5.

Moreover, many other things which make the Covid-19 pandemic more critical such as nearly 21 million people in western and central Africa will get food shortage due to the approaching lean season in July-August months (https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/what-s-needed-to-protect-food-security-during-covid-19/). The supply chain is not the same for all the food items, for example, the supply chain of fruits and vegetables and foods sold primarily by restaurants is complex than that of basic staple items such as cereal grains. As per the opinion of Mukiibi, [39], the virus is gaining more ground in the global south and food relief is just a temporary reaction to the emerging outrties and it may not stay as long as the pandemic situation normalizes. During the COVID19 pandemic, the major exporters and importers should agree to ease out the trade barriers to allow free movement of the food across the borders to minimize the chances of global food insecurity. The role of government is crucial to ensure disease-free food supply and to make sure the implementation of all SOPs in the supply chain [40]. The COVID-19 pandemic has considerably increased food insecurity across the globe. The immediate effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are amplifying the existing inequality and disproportionately affecting the low-income, food-insecure households that were struggling to meet basic needs [41].

On the other hand the pandemic had impact on food systems due to fear of contagion, worker illness, social distancing, quarantines measures, restriction of people’s movements, ‘thickening’ of borders and lockdown. The Food service sector (restaurants, cafés, bars, hotels, schools etc.) affected mostly by the pandemic (lost jobs, supply chains to food service may be ill-suited to supplying the food retailing sector, for example, in terms of processing capacity, packaging size and distribution infrastructure, wasting of food, for example potatoes, fresh produce, fish). Furthermore, food chain disruptions occurred due to, for example, reduced production, closure of food manufacturing industries, international trade disruptions, open market closures, labor shortages. The pandemic had also an effect on consumer behavior for example hoarding and panic-buying, reduced visits of food markets / grocery stores, price sensitiveness of consumers due to lower income,

Prioritization of “local” food supply chains, consumption patterns moved from eating away from home to meals prepared and consumed at home, increased contactless deliveries (restaurants, grocery stores, e-commerce). All in all this led to changes in market demands. Also nutrition or diets of the population
changed for example shift to processed foods, higher consumption of alcoholic drinks, reduction in diversification, reduction in physical activity. This could have longer-term effects on obesity and non-communicable diseases. In summary, the pandemic was shown to have an impact on local and global food systems, result in a reduction in incomes for households, result in a loss of jobs especially in the food service sector, result in a reduction in labor / workers. In addition, food security and nutrition were negatively affected. Disruptions and the various responses to the pandemic are far more likely to adversely affect the poor.

![Figure 5 Structural vulnerability and known food insecurity hotspots (UNO, 2020)](image)

6. Conclusion

The novel SARS-CoV-2 is a respiratory virus known to spread by upper respiratory secretions, including airborne droplets after coughing or sneezing. It is responsible for severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus disease. Covid-19 is a deadly disease which has originated from the Wuhan city of the Hubei province of south China in late 2019 and has been declared as a pandemic by WHO. SARS-CoV-2 has also been spotted in the stool of certain people, signalling towards the faecal-oral mode of transmission. However, questions remain unclear and more studies are urgently needed to explore the role of food in transmission, apparently the openly sold food items and street food vending seem to be of primary concern. The SOPs like washing hands, culinary surfaces, equipment, and utensils must be followed while handling food, to avoid cross-contamination and mixing. The fight against Covid-19 is not limited to food safety or hygiene and sanitation only. The immunity to resist the virus needs to be boosted through diets rich in vitamins and bioactive components, thus nutrition also has a significant role.
to play. The COVID-19 pandemic has considerably increased food insecurity across the globe. The immediate effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are amplifying the existing inequality and disproportionately affecting the low-income, food-insecure households that were struggling to meet a basic need. There is a lot of information that we don't know about the novel coronavirus that has created a disaster in the world. Finally, it is suggested everyone be a responsible individual, we should fight this pandemic all together and take care of everyone around.
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